
Today, the main motive for software companies is to produce successful products, for 

themselves as well as for their client base. Having the right kind of products can help to 

address many user problems. With this, one can see increased user demand with the passage 

of time.



The need doesn’t stop with having the right products only. The next challenge you face is 

when your user base grows and you have heavy traffic coming in to your app. Once this 

happens, you will have to cater to this growing traffic with flawless user experience and 

impeccable performance. It could be a seasonal spike or a more permanent spike for good! if 

your app doesn’t stand strong to the growing demands and gives away its quality and 

performance, there is every chance that it won’t last long in the market.



This is where scalability steps in. In order to ensure that your apps serve a huge number of 

users, you need to make them scalable. This means that you need to have scalability as a part 

of your app discovery stage. So, what exactly is scalability in app development? We will look at 

this concept in much greater detail in this paper.

Why scalability is so crucial in mobile app 
development?

Why scalability is so crucial in mobile app development?

If we describe in simple terms, scalability refers to an application’s ability to meet growing user 

demand without compromising on the app performance or quality of user experience. In more 

technical terms, it means that your app’s infrastructure should be designed in a way that it 

supports a greater number of RPMs or Requests Per Minute.



So, what are RPMs? Simply explained, when any user interacts with your app, it generates a 

request to your backend. The goal here is that the backend should process this request in as 

minimum time as possible. If an app is highly scalable, it is efficient enough to handle multiple 

requests at a time without any delay - delivering, thus, seamless experience to your users
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We are all aware that developing a web or mobile application is quite an extensive and 

exhaustive process. The journey fro a fresh app idea to a marketable product goes through 

many ups and downs. After putting in so much effort, resources and time into building an app, 

you certainly wouldn’t want it to have any limits or saturation point, do you? You would 

definitely want your app to deliver flawless user experience, irrespective of the volume of 

traffic.



Whenever user base grows quickly, your app may face issues such as prolonged downtimes 

etc. While it is surely a positive accomplishment when you get more users downloading your 

apps, not giving the best experience could hit your business hard. If your app architecture fails 

to handle this increased demand seamlessly, it will eventually fail. That is why scalability 

matters a lot!

Why scalability is so important?

Types of application scaling

There are two types of application scaling as we will discuss briefly, below.



With vertical scaling, you add more resources such as memory, CPU, network capacity etc. to 

the existing app server. This set up is very capable of handling vast number of simultaneous 

requests. However, one major challenge here is that the number of additional resources that 

you can add may be limited owing to the capabilities of the existing servers. This issue is 

solved with horizontal scaling. That is why it is used in more use cases with greater complexity.



This type of scaling is also called scaling out. In this process, you add more servers or 

1.Vertical scaling



2.Horizontal scaling
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machines with the application code to increase the app capacity. There is no change in the 

existing resources of the computing instances. However, you may need to change the 

application logic to run in parallel. Popular in distributed systems, a load balancer handles all 

the incoming requests and distributes the load to multiple machines.



It’s not mandatory that you must use either horizontal or vertical scaling only. In fact, you can 

use a hybrid system where you can efficiently use vertically scaled machines in a horizontally 

scaled system.
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Scaling a mobile app: The process



As we mentioned earlier, it is quite an extensive process to build scalable apps. In this 

segment, we will have a look at the process of how you scale your mobile apps.
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Step I: IdentifyIng the scalability requirements



Step II: Identifying where the scalability issues arise



Step III: Choosing the right tech stack



Before you have already started working on making your app scalable, you need to figure out 

why you are doing it! You must have a solid reason to scale your apps. The scaling costs 

should match the growing user base so that you do not end up paying unnecessary costs. We 

have listed down a few questions that will help you decide whether or not this is the right time 

to scale your app.



• Do you anticipate your user base to grow and in what time?


• How many users do you expect annually?


• How long can your existing app serve the growing user base without affecting performance?


• Do you observe high demand and heavy usage during any particular holiday or sale season?



Having these questions answered will give you a better understanding of your exact app needs 

and what exactly you need to have going ahead. You will also have a better idea of your 

scalability budget



If you have an existing application, you can use monitoring tools to find out where scalability 

issues may occur. Some of those tools include New Relic AMP and AppDynamics. By the use of 

the right tracking tool, you need to track key metrics like CPU, memory, and network usage. If 

you find high usages in any of these metrics, you will have to find out the transactions 

responsible for them. These data will give you a fair idea of where and how to inject scalability.



Do you know what the key to scalable mobile applications is? It is your app’s tech stack! 

Therefore, it is highly imperative that you choose the right tech stack with a scalable backend 

along with a responsive front end technology. If your existing app tech stack is too rigid to 

support scalability, you need to rewrite or rebuild your app.



While you may feel that rewriting an app could be a heavy investment, the ROI will surely follow 

when your app satisfies a growing user base with its performance.
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Step IV: Deciding on the right infrastructure



Step V: UsIng caching wherever possible



Step VI: Choosing the right architectural pattern



Your application’s infrastructure is crucial in helping you achieve the desired scalability. Using 

Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) solutions like AWS, Azure, or IBM Cloud for your mobile app is a 

great way to keep up with the spikes in user demand. Cloud services have many scaling and 

pricing options, so you would not have to worry about costs and which to choose.



Let’s say you choose to deploy your app in AWS. In this case, the vendor will look after all the 

required scaling demands on your behalf. There are many popular cloud services that offer 

auto-scaling where the app dynamically scales according to the current user demand.



All you have to do is defining the required parameters like the number of maximum servers and 

other resources like storage, middleware, and networking which it should allocate. Besides 

this, it also gives you the flexibility to change these parameters according to future app usage 

statistics.



In order to optimize the code for scalability, you need to do caching. It is highly effective in 

increasing the efficiency of your apps. When you cache the frequently required data, it’s readily 

available and users can retrieve it faster. This process helps greatly reduce the processing 

time.



Let us understand this with an example. Let’s say your mobile app gets data from an API call. If 

you save the data in a cache, the next time another user requests the same data, the app won’t 

need to make that API call again since the data is readily available in the cache.



By caching, you can reduce the amount of data processing when the load is high. When you 

use caching correctly, it can also make the app work in offline mode.



The application architecture significantly influences your app scalability. Like, if we take the 

three- tiered architecture of Client, server, and the application where these are at different 
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layers where each performs only the most essential tasks. This architecture simplifies each 

layer, thereby improving scalability and performance.

Step VII: Scaling databases



In order to handle a greater number of user requests ( like in cases where the workload 

exceeds the capacity of a single database), you can scale your database horizontally:



• You can shard the database into multiple servers or nodes. Sharding helps achieve better 

read and write performance and significantly brings down the risks of node failures.



• Moving old information to archives also greatly helps. This ensures that the main database 

can have more space when more read and write operations happen.



 el tech, automobiles etc.
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Step VII: Scaling databases



Step VIII: Using Mobile Content Delivery Networks (CDNs)



In order to handle a greater number of user requests ( like in cases where the workload 

exceeds the capacity of a single database), you can scale your database horizontally:



• You can shard the database into multiple servers or nodes. Sharding helps achieve better 

read and write performance and significantly brings down the risks of node failures.



• Moving old information to archives also greatly helps. This ensures that the main database 

can have more space when more read and write operations happen.



CDNs are able to make content delivery quicker as they distribute the information from 

locations that are closer to the user. These systems come especially handy when your mobile 

apps’ users are distributed across different regions. Mobile CDNs are developed specifically to 

operate on mobile networks and deliver content to mobile devices faster.

How to estimate scalability in mobile app development process?

Load testing



You can undertake load testing to gauge the current scalability of your app. Such tests will give 

you an idea of how your app is performing under a sustained high user load. A load test gives 

you valuable information like response times, the server CPU and memory usage, application 

performance bottlenecks, etc.



Any app that is highly scalable and optimized produces a minimum number of violations within 

the acceptable service level agreements (SLA) for every key transaction under a high user 

load.
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Load testing



Performance testing



Scalability testing



Benefits of app scalability



You can undertake load testing to gauge the current scalability of your app. Such tests will give 

you an idea of how your app is performing under a sustained high user load. A load test gives 

you valuable information like response times, the server CPU and memory usage, application 

performance bottlenecks, etc.



Any app that is highly scalable and optimized produces a minimum number of violations within 

the acceptable service level agreements (SLA) for every key transaction under a high user 

load.



With performance testing, you can get a better idea of your app’s overall performance that 

includes load and stress testing. Such tests give you a better understanding of the app’s 

performance, stability, and availability.



Scalability testing, basically, is a subset of performance testing that is particularly designed to 

identify the scalability of an app. With scalability tests, you can know how the system reacts 

when the number of requests becomes higher and lesser. From this test, you can identify 

where the application stops responding and the root cause behind it.



So, why all this importance to scalability in application development? Listed below, are some of 

the major benefits of having a highly scalable app:


• With scalability, you can be able to maintain continuous user engagement. This is made 

possible by the delivery of optimal in-app user experience.


• Getting a higher return on investment (ROI) through satisfied customers and high retention 

rates is possible with highly scalable apps


• Cater to the needs of a large number of users during spike events (e.g., holidays)


• Grow the application without having to rebuild it from scratch
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EOV’s role in building scalable products for you



With the right scalable mobile applications, you can give your users a positive UX, which helps 

your business grow. Scalable apps can help you manage varying user loads with minimum 

downtimes, mainly without affecting the application’s performance. At EOV, our team of 

engineers bring the best of their knowledge for you to help you build the right product and take 

your business to the next best level. We help in building mobile apps that are responsive, 

scalable and deliver impeccable user experience. Be it your existing app or building a new app 

from scratch, our expertise is all you need to make your business truly global!

ABOUT US 

EOV Digital Solutions Pvt. Ltd. offers highly reliable and secure custom software development 

services that help clients win the market. With a high client retention percentage and more 

than hundreds of projects delivered so far, we are your number 1 choice for custom software 

development. EOV’s able engineers are rich with business domain knowledge, proven 

methodologies, and technological expertise. Our developers are skilled to code in over 14 

different languages, including Python or C#. Besides all this, our software developers ensure 

outstanding quality output for our clients' needs all across industries. Some of the domains that 

we are invested in include healthcare & life sciences, travel tech, automobiles etc.


